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ABSTRACT 
This SAS/IntrNet application provides instant access to almost 5 million health claim and clinical information records.  
It is designed to focus and prioritize patients for interaction through Aetna's behavioral health case management and 
disease management programs.  Through the company intranet, nurse case managers have the ability to search for 
patients by program, service area, employer (plan sponsor), or Aetna office. A submitted search produces a 
prioritized list of patients meeting criteria provided to the search form. Each patient is listed with relevant data to help 
the nurse select a patient in need of interaction. A drill-down into claims, disease identification information, 
demographics, risk levels, and clinical markers allows the nurse to decide whether this patient should be contacted. 
Then an assignment decision can be executed within the tool and the patient's status may be tracked. 

 

This application uses the flexibility of SAS/IntrNet, the SAS Macro Language, dataset indexes, and the data step in 
combination with web browser features such as HTML and JavaScript to create a dynamic set of forms and web 
reports. This paper will explore the process of combining a dynamic SAS application with local intranet standards, 
and along the way demonstrate how we can write HTML with SAS. 

INTRODUCTION 
Aetna’s behavioral health department initiated new case management and disease management programs and 
needed a tool to identify the patients who were best suited to benefit from these new programs.  Despite well-formed 
ideas and a number of highly-qualified clinicians in charge of creating the new program, the behavioral health 
department had limited experience in identifying patients through administrative data.  As a result there were 
concerns that the best theoretical designs could all have little benefit unless a flexible solution could be created 
allowing nimble responses around which, and how many, patients would be offered the programs. 

 

SAS is Aetna’s primary clinical research and statistical analysis language.  It is often used Aetna to develop and test 
algorithms for member identification.  Also, SAS/IntrNet had been used successfully for previous applications at 
Aetna to provide client/server interaction.  Leveraging these components made SAS the natural choice for 
integrating data extraction, analysis, and presentation in a package that could be tuned based on initial results.  
SAS/IntrNet’s incredible flexibility allowed us to generate a fully functioning web application woven into the style and 
requirements of Aetna’s intranet.  Integrating the SAS language from extraction, to member identification, to web 
interaction; the application was able to be up and running within two months for a community of about 70 users. 

HIGH-LEVEL APPLICATION DESIGN 
The Behavioral Health Tactical Member ID Tool uses HTML forms on a Windows intranet web server to generate 
calls/pass parameters to SAS/IntrNet.  SAS/IntrNet on our platform operates between the web server and our SAS 
midrange server on AIX.  The calls from the web server enable us to pass parameters to SAS and execute a 
program against SAS datasets stored on our AIX server – this is our primary analysis location which contains 
thousands of SAS datasets.  Each SAS program that is called generates a web page which returns information to 
the client (user).  This web page can be a report, message, or, in the case of this application, another form mixed 
with reported information.  The ability to present a page which has basically unlimited calls to more information 
allows for creation of dynamic applications to be constrained only by the limitations of our data sources.  Below is a 
simple diagram describing the communication schema of our application: 

 

Figure 1:  SAS/IntrNet Communication Schema 
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DATA DESIGN 

Our goal was to deliver as much relevant information to our users as possible.  The primary limitations of our data 
design were space and time.  The users required information to return quickly to their desktop, so the application 
was designed with primary emphasis around a lean member (or patient) dataset.  The member dataset was indexed 
around a unique member id to allow instant access to key member-level information.  The bulk of the supporting data 
was stored in a member detail dataset, also indexed on member id.  The detail data contained medical and 
pharmacy claims, conditions, utilization management, and lab results over the past year.  Since members could 
accumulate thousands of these records over a year, it was important to limit the size of each row.  This was done by 
sharing key variables across different record types, such as dates and selected long description fields.  We also 
employed shortened variable lengths on numeric variables to save space.  These methods helped reduce the size of 
our detail dataset by about 33%.  Below is a summary of the SAS datasets used in the application: 

• Member dataset – one record per member, indexed on member id, containing key statistics and 
demographics for summary presentation, contains roughly 45,000 member rows. 

• Member detail dataset – one to many records per member, indexed on member id, with multiple record 
types, using shared variables where possible, contains four to five million rows. 

• Assignment dataset – one record per member, holding assignment records with current status of each 
opportunity and assigned user. 

• User dataset – one record per user, with user id and name, used to assign and search by user. 

• Market dataset – one record per Aetna market, populates drop-down for searching by market. 

FITTING SEAMLESSLY INTO AETNA’S INTRANET 
The Behavioral Health Tactical Member ID site was designed to fit into Aetna’s intranet structure.  Intranet 
requirements required certain styles and menus and our goal was to provide an application that felt like a part of our 
department’s intranet site from beginning to end.  This is a presentation version of our home page: 

 
Figure 2: Behavioral Health Tactical Member ID Home Page  

 

 

To generate standard headers, footers, and styles, cascading style sheets (CSS) and JavaScripts are used.  Some 
CSS and JavaScript files are common to the department’s intranet, others were created specifically for the 
Behavioral Health application.  A goal of the SAS/IntrNet piece of the site was to leverage the use of standard styles 
and menus throughout the pages generated by calls to SAS to present a seamless environment.  For this reason the 
SAS programs were designed to generate HTML and other web code through put statements in SAS data steps. 
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SECURITY 
Allowing access to behavioral health data is a not a matter to be taken lightly.  Our standard procedure of using two 
levels of network security in our SAS/IntrNet applications was employed here.  We prefer to allow all employees to 
access static informational pages describing our application and help screens.  Sensitive information is restricted 
through Windows network security on a sub-folder in our application.  This restricts access to the selection screen by 
requiring authentication prior to submission of forms calling SAS/IntrNet.  Furthermore, the SAS broker has a series 
of security protocals protecting access to the SAS/IntrNet itself. 

 

We placed a single file in the security folder containing a form which calls a SAS/IntrNet program.  This file is an 
HTML redirect page which does not require user input.  It passes several hidden variables to SAS and displays the 
message below on the right as it redirects: 

 
Figure 3:  File Structure 

 

 

Figure 4:  Redirection Screen 

 
The purpose of the redirect is threefold:  1) to allow our security authentication to challenge the user via folder 
security – resolving security before calling to SAS, 2) to allow our selection screen to use dynamic elements from 
SAS, and 3) to control more of the application via SAS, requiring fewer steps to migrate code using the SAS server 
versus our intranet server.  Below is an example of our redirect method: 

 

<body onload=document.bhselctn.submit()> 

 

<div align=center> 

<p align=center class=pgtitle><br><br><br><br><br><br>Aetna Health Analytics<br>Behavioral 
Health Tactical Member ID<br> 

<hr noshade size=1 width=300></p> 

We are loading the application.<br><br><br> 

<font color=red size=+2><b><i>Please wait...</i></b></font><br><br> 

 

<form name=bhselctn method="post" action="/sasweb/scripts/broker.dll"> 

  <input type="hidden" name="_service" value="pool_3"> 

  <input type="hidden" name="_program" value="s_bhprog.bh_select_pres.sas"> 

  <input type='hidden' name="_ae_proj" value="bhprog_N"> 

  <input type='hidden' name="_formid" value="bhselctn"> 

  <!--input type="hidden" name="_debug" value="131">&lt;Show Summary SAS Log&gt<br><br> 

  <input type="submit" value="Submit"--> 

</form> 

 

</div> 

</body> 

INTEGRATING INTRANET HEADERS, FOOTERS, AND LINKS WITH SAS WEB PAGES 
Our goal of seamless integration with our department’s intranet continued to the SAS side as we copied our standard 
header calls from parts of the home page to our AIX server.  One advantage created at Aetna was that we had the 
virtual SAS broker URL placed in relativity to our intranet URL.  This allowed us to point relative paths to standard, 
style sheets, images, scripts, and links used by non-SAS portions of the site.  With minor tweaks, our stored header 
file in AIX automatically picks up site style changes controlled at the web server – preventing application changes 
when something as simple as a color changes on the site header.  This code below is present in all of our 
application programs to read standard headers from a flat file and generate to our _webout destination. 

 

*-- Read header HTML file into SAS and write back to flat file --*; 

data hdr; 

   infile bhprog_N(bh_selctn_header_pres.html) missover length=lg; 

   format hdrhtml $275.; 

   input @1 hdrhtml $varying275. lg; 

   hdrhtml = resolve(hdrhtml); 

run; 
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*------------- Generate page for intranet ------------------------------------*; 

data _null_; 

   file _webout; 

 

   do i = 1 to numh; 

      set hdr nobs=numh; 

      put hdrhtml; 

      end;  

*---- the rest of the page is generated below in the datastep -----*; 

DYNAMIC SEARCH/SELECTION FORM 
The search/selection screen, generated from the redirected form described above, includes the standard headers, 
footers and menus.  The screen also includes market and user drop-down lists generated dynamically from SAS 
datasets.  Populating the drop-downs dynamically eliminated the need to update hard-coding whenever a new user 
was added, or changes occurred to the market structure.  Additionally of note is that the screen was designed to 
contain independent search forms – each section is a different HTML form that when submitted, performs unique 
algorithms.  Below is a screen shot: 

 
Figure 5:  Selection Screen 

 

PASSING PARAMETERS AND WRITING HTML WITH SAS 
The key elements to producing quality web applications using SAS/IntrNet are: 1) the ability to pass form elements to 
a SAS program in the form of SAS macro variables and, 2) the creation of a text page named with the keyword 
_webout.  In the case of the Behavioral Health Tactical Member ID application, we used forms to pass both user-
entered and hidden parameters to SAS programs as macro variables.  The value of user-entered fields into a form is 
easy to understand – a user may choose a radio-button, checkbox, or enter some text to be interpreted by SAS.  
Hidden input elements, in the form of the following HTML example, allowed us to pass information from program-to-
program in SAS, giving SAS/IntrNet applications much more power. 

 

One technique used with our application was to pass the search type via a macro variable name selform via a 
hidden form value as follows: 

put '<input type="hidden" name="selform"  value="bh_select">'; 
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Which created a macro variable called &selform, subsequently building a where statement in our next program’s 
data selection as follows: 

proc sort data=bhprog_N.extmember2_pres out=sumdata; 

   where 

        %if &selform = bh_select %then %do; 

            %if &prog = mpp %then %do; 

                (medpsych1 = 1 or medpsych2 = 1) and 

                %end; 

              %else %if &prog = ddm %then %do; 

                depdm = 1 and 

                %end; 

              %else %if &prog = anx %then %do; 

                (anxdm1 = 1 or anxdm2 = 1) and 

                %end; 

              %else %if &prog = alc %then %do; 

                alcdm = 1 and 

                %end; 

            %if &bhoff ne AL %then %do; 

                office =  "&bhoff" and 

                %end; 

            %if &market ne ALL %then %do; 

                local_mkt_cd = "&market" and 

                %end; 

            %if &grpval ne  %then %do; 

                group_nbr in (&grpval) and 

                %end; 

            put(member_id,$assign.) = 'XX' and 

            %end; 

      %if &prog = mpp %then %do; 

          by descending product_group_cd descending pulse_fsi_nbr descending 
bh_pred_score; 

          %end; 

SELECTION SUMMARY SCREEN 
After a search has been executed, the application generates a prioritized selection summary screen listing members 
who have met the search criteria.  Priority criteria vary by program, and users are encouraged to consider members 
based on their order on the list.  An added feature is the ability to page though the list of prioritized members to view 
additional members.  Each member name/id combination allows drill-down to member-level detail.  In the interest of 
screen real estate, the summary list initially displays only key columns at the member level. 

 
Figure 6:  Selection Summary Screen 1 

 

Not actual data 
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THE SAS MACRO LANGUAGE IN DISPLAYING SEARCH CRITERIA 

Each summary screen displays selection criteria based on information input on the selection screen.  This 
information is generated in the summary program by reading macro variables passed via SAS/IntrNet.  Here is an 
example of how our opportunity criteria are populated on the selection summary screen: 

  format opps $60.; 

 

   if "&prog" = "mpp" then opps =  Med/Psych #1, Med/Psych #2'; 

   if "&prog" = "ddm" then opps = 'Depression DM'; 

   if "&prog" = "anx" then opps = 'Anxiety DM #1, Anxiety DM #2'; 

   if "&prog" = 'alc' then opps = 'Alcoholism DM'; 

… [skipped lines] … 

put '<tr><td class=shade1><b>Opportunities: </b>' opps '</td>' / 

    "    <td class=shade1><b>Group/Ctrl #: </b>&grpnum1 &grpnum2 &grpnum3 &grpnum4</td>" ; 

 

FITTING MORE ON THE SCREEN USING SHOW/HIDE LOGIC 

Our conservation of screen real estate resulted in a negative side-effect – there was more to say about each 
member, but we did not want the screen to become cluttered.  To solve for this, we used a common show/hide 
JavaScript to hide demographic data about each member between rows displayed on our selection summary.  Then 
we created an image which, when clicked, would perform a show/hide toggle on each member’s row.  Addition of the 
demographic information saved Aetna behavioral health professionals considerable time in selecting members 
appropriate for interaction.  The following display demonstrates our selection summary with two member rows 
toggled to show demographic information: 

 
Figure 7:  Selection Summary – Expanded Demographic Details 

 
Not actual data 

 

The show/hide JavaScript used for toggles throughout this application: 
 

function showhide(what,what2) 

{if (what.style.display=='none') 

  {what.style.display='';  } 

else {what.style.display='none' }  } 

 

Our SAS code for accomplishing the show/hide toggles on the selection summary: 
   put '<tr>' / 

       '  <td class=' lineclass '>'  / 

       '  <span onClick=showhide(m_detail' _n_ +(-1) ') style=cursor:hand>' / 

       "  <img src='/reports/bhapp/images/arrow_gray.gif' alt='Click here to view more 
information on this Member' border=0>" / 

       '  </span></td>' / 

       '  <td class=' lineclass ' align=left width=25%>' 

       '<a class=' lineclass 'href="javascript:DoDrill(' "'" member_id +(-1) "')" '">' 

       member_name ' (' mbr_id +(-1) ')</a></td>' / 

       '  <td class=' lineclass ' align=center>' gender_cd '</td>' / 
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       '  <td class=' lineclass ' align=center>' age_nbr '</td>' / 

       … [skipped lines] … 

       '  <td class=' lineclass ' align=right>' bh_pred_score '</td>' / 

       '  <td class=' lineclass ' align=right>' pulse_fsi_nbr:3. '</td>' / 

       '</tr>'; 

 

      put '<tr id=m_detail' _n_ +(-1) ' style=Display:none>' / 

          '  <td>&nbsp; </td>' / 

          '  <td colspan=15 class=' lineclass '>' / 

          ‘  <table> …[demographic layout here]. </table>’ / 

      '  </td></tr>'; 

 

DRILL-DOWNS INTO MEMBER DETAIL 

The member names/ids in the selection summary were created as links to provide drill-down into member detail as 
follows: 

       '<a class=' lineclass 'href="javascript:DoDrill(' "'" member_id +(-1) "')" '">' 

       member_name ' (' mbr_id +(-1) ')</a></td>' / 

 

JavaScript was used here as well, this time to allow submission of the current form, which subsequently launches 
the SAS detail-level program for this application.  The function of the DoDrill JavaScript is to pass the member id and 
any required hidden values to the detail program: 

 

function DoDrill(InValue) 

{var runstring1 = "document.detform.detmem.value = '" + InValue.toString() + "'" ; 

 eval(runstring1); 

 document.detform.submit(); } 

MEMBER DETAIL SCREEN 
A drill-down into the roughly 4-5 million record member detail SAS dataset is accomplished by selecting single 
member ids from both the member detail and member summary dataset with where options on a MERGE statement:   

 

data _null_; 

   merge bhprog_N.extmember2_pres(where=(member_id="&detmem")) 

         bhprog_N.bh_assigned_pres(where=(member_id="&detmem")); 

   by member_id; 

   file _webout; 

 

Since both datasets are indexed on member_id and optimized for space usage, only a second or two passes when 
selecting a member’s detail and generating the detail screen: 

 
Figure 8:  Member Details Screen 

 

Not actual data 
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USING FOLDER TABS TO HOUSE VOLUMES OF CLINICAL INFORMATION 

Aetna’s behavioral health specialists who analyze data to determine the best course of action required a significant 
amount of diverse information to serve the member’s needs.  In our member drill-down screen created with our detail 
program, we may have hundreds of medical and pharmacy claims for one member.   This created display problems 
where a user may have lost track of some key information if forced to page up and down frequently.  A file folder-
styled display is a common solution to this problem.  Each tab contains a different record type, generated by the SAS 
detail program.  The initial display details a Utilization Summary containing key statistics.  Other types of data are 
hidden until the particular folder tab is selected.  Creation of the folder tabs is outside the scope of this paper.  The 
following screen shot in the behavioral health application is an example of our use of folder tabs: 

 
Figure 9:  Member Details Screen – Medical Claims View 

 
Not actual data 

 

COLUMN-SENSITIVE SORTING 

Another ease-of-analysis feature built into our application is the ability to sort detail information by any column.  This 
was performed with a toggle sorting method, where an initial click on a column-header sorts in one direction, then a 
subsequent click on a column-header results in a sort in the opposite direction.  An up or down arrow image is 
displayed on columns that are sorted in the application.  Each toggle sort request is performed through another 
JavaScript sending a revised detail form to the SAS server.  The toggle sort is rather complex, here is an example of 
the column header code from SAS: 

 

*----- this macro enables toggling of sorting direction ----; 

%macro direction; 

   proc format; 

      value $sortval 

         "&sortval" = "&dir" 

         other = ' '; 

   run; 

   %if &dir = D %then %let desc = descending;; 

   %if &dir = A or &dir =  %then %let desc =  ;; 

   run; 

   proc sort data=bhprog_N.extdetail_pres out=detail; 

      where member_id = "&detmem" ; 

      by rectype &desc &sortval; 

   run; 

%mend direction; 

%direction; 

run; 

%macro try(parm); 

   direction = trim(put("&parm",$sortval.)); 

   put direction:$img. +(-1); 
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%mend try; 

… [skipped lines]… 

 

put '   <th class=colhead3><a class=colhead href="javascript:DoSortD(' 

         "'keydate','" rectype +(-1) "','" desc_dir +(-1) "','tcld')" 

         '">Claim Service Date ' @; %try(keydate)  put '</a></th>' ; 

 

The DoSortD JavaScript collects the necessary parameters and submits a revised detail form to the SAS detail 
program as follows:   

function DoSortD(InValue,rectype,dir,tabid) 

{var runstring1 = "document.detform.sortval.value = '" + InValue.toString() + "'" ; 

 var runstring2 = "document.detform.rectype.value = '" + rectype.toString() + "'" ; 

 var runstring3 = "document.detform.dir.value = '" + dir.toString() + "'" ; 

 var runstring4 = "document.detform.tabid.value = '" + tabid.toString() + "'" ; 

 var runstring5 = "document.detform.action = '"+ "broker.dll#" + "det" + "'" ; 

 eval(runstring1); 

 eval(runstring2); 

 eval(runstring3); 

 eval(runstring4); 

 eval(runstring5); 

 document.detform.submit(); } 

 

Figure 10:  Member Details Screen – Rx Claims View 

 
A view of pharmacy claims detail sorted by descending dispense date (not actual data). 

 

ASSIGNMENT OF MEMBERS 

Once an analysis of the detailed claims and other clinical information is performed, the detail screen provides the 
ability to assign the member to a user for additional interaction.  A user may assign a member or change the 
member status for herself, or for another user. 

 
Figure 11:  Member Details Screen – Assignment of a Member 

 

Not actual data 

SELECTING BY USER 
Once assigned, members can be viewed by searching via the User Assignment Search on the search/selection 
screen.  This done by selecting a user from the user drop-down: 

 

Figure 12:  Selection Screen – User Assignment Search 
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The resulting selection summary results in a list of members assigned to the selected user.  It is possible to continue 
through to the member detail through drill-down by clicking on the member name: 

 

Figure 13:  Selection Summary Screen – User Assignment Search Results 

 

Not actual data 

CONCLUSION 
The use of SAS/IntrNet in combination with the ability to write web-enabled code via a SAS dataset has allowed 
Aetna to create several dynamic high-performance intranet applications.  The flexibility provided by this software, 
along with significant HTML and JavaScript coding experiences enables immense application development potential.  
Use of the SAS/IntrNet technology in this fashion has been extremely popular with users at Aetna – SAS hits on this 
Behavioral Health application were over 32,000 from June to December 2006, with over 13,000 in October alone.  
Additionally SAS/IntrNet applications at Aetna logged over 470,000 hits in 2006, with around 700 unique users.  
Plans are underway in 2007 to use the Behavioral Health application to prototype a whole new series of member 
opportunities. 
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